We examine, both theoretically and experimentally, the temperature dependence of the nonlinear optical response of fluorescein doped boric-acid glass. The third-order nonlinear susceptibility is increased by an order of magnitude over its room temperature value to greater than 10 esu by cooling the sample to a temperature below 200 K.
Introduction
Organic dyes doped into solid hosts form a class of nonlinear optical materials that can be used for many applications involving low intensity light sources. Saturable absorption in organic molecules doped into solid matrices can be exploited to achieve very large optical nonlinearities. 1 -13 In fact, studies 3 513 have shown that at room temperature fluorescein doped boric-acid glass has a saturation intensity as low as 15 mW cm-2 and a third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility X(3) larger than 1 esu. In this paper, we report the results of an investigation of the temperature dependence of the nonlinear optical response of fluorescein doped boric-acid glass. In particular, we have found that the nonlinear optical response can be enhanced dramatically by cooling the samples; for example, the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility can be larger than 10 esu for samples that are cooled to sufficiently low temperatures. We have studied the temperature dependence of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility by measuring, as functions of temperature, the saturation intensity and the phase conjugate reflectivity.
II. Model of Temperature Dependence
The reason why the nonlinear optical response of fluorescein doped boric-acid glass is temperature dependent can be understood from a consideration of the energy level diagram illustrated in Fig. 1 . Following optical excitation from the singlet ground state, population can make an intersystem crossing from the exited singlet state into the lowest lying triplet state. In fluorescein doped boric-acid glass, the lowest-lying triplet state has an extremely long lifetime due to the absence of quenching mechanisms that are usually present for organic dyes in liquid solution. The principal relaxation route out of the lowest-lying triplet state at room temperature is thermally activated delayed fluorescence. By lowering the temperature of the sample, the rate of delayed fluorescence is decreased, leading to an increase in the lifetime of the triplet state. A saturable absorber can be characterized by a saturation intensity I, which can be related to other optical properties by the formula I, = hwlo-, where X is the laser frequency, O is the absorption cross section of the singlet ground state at the laser frequency, and -is the effective lifetime for the return of population to the singlet ground state. Hence, as the lifetime of the triplet state increases with cooling, the saturation intensity decreases. Under the assumption that the absorption lineshape is Lorentzian, the nonlinear susceptibility can be expressed in terms of the unsaturated absorption coefficient at the laser frequency a,,, the unsaturated refractive index n 0 , and the saturation intensity I, as
where 6 = (w-w,)T 2 is the normalized detuning of the laser frequency w from the resonance frequency w 0 and T 2 is the dipole dephasing time. Thus, as the saturation intensity decreases with cooling, the nonlinear susceptibility increases. We model fluorescein doped boric-acid glass as the four-level system shown in Fig. 1 triplet-triplet absorption. We assume that population raised to the higher lying triplet state quickly returns to the lowest-lying triplet state at a rate we call A 32 . Thus, we assume that the transition between levels 2 and 3 cannot be saturated.
The rate equations for the fractional populations Pi of the energy levels i of Fig. 1 can be written in the following form:
From the steady state solution to the above set of equations, we obtain the steady state populations Pis given by 
These solutions reduce to those of Hercher,1 8 when delayed fluorescence is ignored (i.e., for f = 0). For fluorescein doped boric-acid glass using low power, continuous wave excitation, the rates of pumping are much smaller than the rates of decay for the excited singlet state Ajo and the excited triplet state defines an effective lifetime, which gives the recovery time of the saturable absorber. 18 We note further that Ror can be identified as the saturation parameter I/Is.
We have measured the values of the parameters f, R, Re, A, A 12 , A 21 , and A 20 for fluorescein doped boric-acid glass. The sample was excited by 30-ps pulses from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser and the prompt fluorescence from the excited singlet state was measured with a photodiode placed behind a bandpass filter. The singlet decay time A-' was found to be approximately 5 ns. Figure 2 compares the luminescent spectra for a sample that is cooled to 100 K with that of a sample at room temperature. The samples were illuminated by an argon-ion laser operating at 457 nm. From the emission spectra shown in Fig. 2 , the separation of the fluorescent and the phosphorescent peaks is measured to be 77 nm, which corresponds to an energy separation A between the excited singlet state and the lowest-lying triplt state of approximately 0.4 eV. We substitute this value of the energy separation A into the expression for the factorf and find thatf = exp(-A/kBT) is approximately equal to exp(-4500/ T), where T is the temperature in degrees kelvin. To determine the phosphorescent decay time A20 the light beam illuminating a sample cooled to 100 K was cut off abruptly and the decay of a 20-nm wide portion of the phosphorescent emission centered at 560 nm was measured using a photodetector. The phosphorescence was observed to decay exponentially with a decay time A`j of 2.5 s.
The rate A1 2 was found from the emission spectrum at low temperatures. At 100 K, the ratio of the integrated area of the fluorescent peak to the integrated area of the phosphorescent peak was -4.75. This ratio should be equal to the ratio of PS 1 S to P2SA 2 0, which, by Eq. (3), implies the following: 
A20A12
We can solve Eq. (5) for A1 2 and find A1 2 = 4.2 X 107 s'l. We have also verified the assumption made above that the pumping rate Ro is much smaller than the decay rate A1 0 and that Re is much smaller than A 32 . We substitute the previously reported values' 3 r = 0.1 s and I, = 15 mW cm-2 , along with the largest values for the intensity I reached in this experiment (1 W cm-2 ), into the expression Ro = I/IIr; we find the maximum value of Ro is approximately equal to 700 s'1, which is much smaller than the fluorescent decay rate A1 0 = 2.0 X 108 s-l. It has been shown' 9 that the absorption cross section of the lowest-lying triplet state e is smaller than the singlet ground state absorption cross section ao; therefore, since Re is smaller than 700 s1, Re is much smaller than the triplet decay rate A 32 which is believed 8 "1 5 to be of the order of 1012 s51.
Theoretical predictions for the dependence of the saturation intensity on the temperature can be found from Eq. (4) using the relation that I, = hw/o 0 r. Since the saturation intensity is inversely proportional to the effective lifetime r and since we have found that o is independent of temperature, the ratio of the saturation intensity at room temperature to the value of the saturation intensity at temperature T is equal to the ratio: 
Is(T)
-
Saturated Absorption
The temperature dependence of the nonlinear susceptibility was studied experimentally through measurements of the saturated absorption of a sample of fluorescein doped boric-acid glass. The incident pump light can be absorbed by molecules either in the ground state or in the lowest lying triplet state. The singlet ground state absorption cross section o-, has a value' 9 of approximately 3 X 10-16 cm 2 at a wavelength of 457.9 nm; the absorption cross section of the lowestlying triplet state a, has a value of approximately 1.5 X 10-16 cm 2 . The total absorption coefficient a'T'OT in steady state for a sample containing N molecules per unit volume is the sum of the absorption coefficient for the singlet-singlet transition a" = NaXP"' and the absorption coefficient for the triplet-triplet transition aS = NoeP". 
where in obtaining the second form we used the results
pJ2s = (I/Is) [1 + I/Is]' and PsS = 1-P 25
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (7b) gives the unsaturable part of the absorption coefficient, which we call aoU', and the second term gives the saturable part of the absorption coefficient, which we call cas. We see that a consequence of our assumption that the triplet state absorption cannot be saturated is that the transmission of the sample approaches the value exp(-a'e2) for very large laser intensities, where e is the length of the nonlinear optical material. Since the saturation intensity Is is temperature dependent, the absorption coefficient aTsOT is temperature dependent. In the above, we have ignored the polarization dependence of the absorption' 3 to simplify the analysis. We have studied the temperature dependence of the saturation intensity by measuring the transmission of a sample as a function of intensity for a variety of temperatures; typical data are shown in Fig. 3 beam, the laser beam was passed through a Pockels cell followed by a linear polarizer. The solid lines shown in Fig. 3 represent the transmittance predicted theoretically, including the effects of propagation, excited state absorption and site to site variations in the electric field. The predicted transmittance is found by numerically integrating the differential equation for the intensity I:
where aTOT was determined by averaging predictions of Eq. (7) over a spread of energy separations A with the distribution being described by a Gaussian whose standard deviation is 40% of the mean. It has been shown previously that site to site variations in the local fields that the molecules experience 2 0 2 ' cause a variation in the energy of the lowest-lying triplet state and, hence, to a spread in the decay times.19 2 2 2 3 It is easy to understand the origin of this effect from Fig. 1 ; the rate of thermally activated delayed fluorescence depends very sensitively on the energy separation between the lowest-lying triplet and the excited singlet states, and any site to site variations in the local fields that the molecules experience will change the energy separation. We see from Fig. 3 that the saturation intensity decreases as the temperature is lowered, as expected. We determine the saturation intensity from the best fit of theory to the data and we find the saturation intensity at room temperature to be 23 mW cm-2 . The value of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility X(3) corresponding to this saturation intensity is approximately (3 -3i) esu as calculated using Eq. (1), assuming that n 0 = 1.5, aoei = 2.76, e = 75 + 20 gim, X = 457.9 nm and 3 = 1. The detuning from line center a and the small-signal, single-pass absorption ae at the laser wavelength were found from the measurement of the wavelength dependence of the small-signal absorption. The saturation intensity at 200 K was lower than the room temperature value by a factor of 11 and at 327 K it was larger than the room temperature value by a factor of 6.9. These experimental results agree fairly well with the predicted values for these ratios which are 12 and 5.5, respectively, as calculated from Eq. (6b).
IV. Optical Phase Conjugation
The nonlinar susceptibility of fluorescein doped boric-acid glass was also determined by measuring the phase conjugate reflectivity using the standard geometry of degenerate four wave mixing (DFWM) with counterpropagating pump beams. Our experimental results were compared to theoretical predictions of the phase conjugate reflectvity which were obtained by including the effects of excited state absorption in the theory of Abrams and Lind. 2 4 We assume that the absorption coefficient is given by Eq. (7) and we perform a derivation similar to that described by Abrams and Lind. We find that the phase conjugate reflectivity is given by' 3 R = Ixsin(we)1 2 1w cos(coe) + (a"s + y) sin(we)12'
(1)
and where e is the length of the nonlinear medium.
Since the saturation intensity decreases as the temperature is lowered, the phase conjugate reflectivity peaks at smaller intensities for lower temperatures. Thus, to achieve high phase conjugate reflectivities with weak pump beams, it is advantageous to cool the material sample. Experiments on DFWM were performed to measure the phase conjugate reflectivity as a function of intensity. An argon-ion laser operating at a wavelength of 457.9 nm was used to produce counterpropagating pump beams of equal intensity. The probe beam had an intensity equal to 5% of that of one of the pump beams and made an angle of less than 100 with the forward-going pump. The sample of fluorescein doped boric-acid glass used in this experiment had a small-signal, single-pass absorption a = 2.76 at 457.9 nm and a thickness of 75 i 20 gm.
We measured the phase conjugate reflectivity as a function of intensity for various temperatures and then determined the saturation intensity of the sample at each temperature from the best fit of theory to the measured curves of reflectivity vs intensity. The theoretical fit of the data was found using Eq. (9) along with the assumption that there is a Gaussian spread of at temperature T is related to its value at room temperature X( 3 )(290 K) by the factor -(T)/r(290 K). The solid curve in Fig. 4 shows the predictions of Eq. (6b) with X(3)(290 K)1 =1.4 esu. We see that by cooling the sample we have realized an enhancement of the nonlinear susceptibility over its room temperature value by about an order of magnitude and that the modulus of the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility IX(3)1 was -11 esu when the sample was cooled below 200 K.
The order of magnitude increase in IX(3)1 agrees fairly well with the value 11 measured by the technique described in the previous section and the theoretical prediction of 12.
V. Conclusions
We have examined the temperature dependence of the nonlinear optical response due to saturated absorption for fluorescein doped boric-acid glass. It was found that one could effectively freeze out the process of delayed fluorescence, which is the principal decay mechanism for fluorescein doped boric-acid glass at room temperature, to lengthen the response time of the material and thereby lower the saturation intensity. Theory predicts that, by cooling the sample, the nonlinear susceptibility X( 3 ) can be increased by more than an order of magnitude over its room temperature value. The results agree well with theory, and the nonlinear susceptibility was greater than 10 esu when the sample of fluorescein doped boric-acid glass was cooled to sufficiently low temperatures.
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